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What is the Jeffersonian Institute based off of? Smithsonian Institution 
At the Jeffersonian, what is Brennan's job? Forensic Anthropologist 
According to the FBI in the first episode of the series, what is Dr. Brennan's team called? Squint Squad 
What is Brennan's favourite superhero? Wonder Woman 
What does Booth's favourite belt buckle say Cocky 
At one point, Dr. Brennan tells Booth that her ideal pet would be a pig. What does she tell Booth she 
would name her pet pig? 

Jasper 

What is Agent Booth's son called? Parker 
What does Booth have a phobia of? Clowns (Coulrophobia) 
What is Brennan's subsequent career? Author 
Before Angela started to do 3D images of deceased people, what did she do for a living? Artist 
Which character has conspiracy theories as a hobby? Hodgins 
Which intern is murdered? Vincent 
Who is the series loosely based on? Kathy Reichs 
How many PhDs does Hodgins have? 3 
What branch of the military did Booth serve? Army Rangers 
Who plays the witty and meddlesome Assistant US Attorney Caroline Julian? Patricia Belcher 
Who is buried alive in season two? Brennan and Hodgins 
In the series premier, what country is Brennan returning from? Guatemala 
Angela tells everyone that they may recognize her father when he comes to visit her. Why is Angela's 
father famous? 

He is a member of the band ZZ Top. (Billy 
Gibbons) 

Which intern gets locked up in a mental ward? Zack Addy 
Who are the two people that Bones's daughter is named after? Her Mother (Christine) and her best 

friend (Angela) 
What is the name of the group that Hodgins family is known for running? The Cantilever Group 
Who does Serial Killer Christopher Pelant frame for murder at the end of season 7? Brennan 
What colour was Bones's hair during her time as a fugitive? Blonde 
What is the birth name of Dr Brennan? Joy Keenan 
Pelant left a dead and disfigured body on the canopy of whose bed? Angela and Hodgins 
Who did Sweets move in with after his break up with Daisy? Bones and Booth 
What was the bullet that shot Bones made of? Blood (Frozen) 
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Booth saw and spoke to a vision of his deceased friend, Teddy. What was special about Teddy? Booth's Son, Parker was named after him 
(Teddy Parker) 

In Season 9 Episode 1, Who shoved food into Daisy's mouth to stop her from talking? Angela 
Who finds out first that Arastoo doesn't have an accent? Cam 
What particulate did Hodgins find that made him believe that the bones the group brought to the 
Jeffersonian belonged to JFK? 

Pink Wool 

Who plays Brennan’s father, Max? Ryan O'Neal 
Which intern has a rare type of bone cancer? Wendell 
Which main character is killed on the premier episode of season 10? Lance Sweets 
Who is the serial killer that wants Brennan to suffer by killing the people she loves one at a time? Christopher Pelant 

 


